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Description
in pi/class.tx_indexedsearch.php
Some HTML forms don't validate against XHTML 1.0 transitional
The search form start with <table><form> and such sequences aren't possible (Solution: switch to <form><table>)
In XHTML, nowrap, selected and checked should be written nowrap="nowrap", selected="selected" and checked="checked".
Note : Some old browser can have problem with this syntax.
I attach a diff if you want to patch the file.
(issue imported from #M619)
Associated revisions
Revision c3eba33c - 2010-05-27 17:44 - Xavier Perseguers
Fixed bug #14456: SQL parser doesn't accept ALTER TABLE statement without CHANGE, DROP or ADD keyword
git-svn-id: https://svn.typo3.org/TYPO3v4/Extensions/dbal/trunk@33591 735d13b6-9817-0410-8766-e36946ffe9aa
Revision 0a4cc3ff - 2010-05-27 17:45 - Xavier Perseguers
Backported changeset 33591 from trunk: Fixed bug #14456
git-svn-id: https://svn.typo3.org/TYPO3v4/Extensions/dbal/branches/DBAL_1-1@33592 735d13b6-9817-0410-8766-e36946ffe9aa

History
#1 - 2005-10-26 23:08 - Sacha Vorbeck
keyword:accessibility
#2 - 2005-11-22 11:23 - Ernesto Baschny
Indexed_search in CVS now works with external templates, and there's a XHTML-compliant template available. So this problem is probably solved
already.
#3 - 2005-11-22 11:46 - Michael Stucki
Not yet. The template still needs improvements, for example the table cell contents should not be wrapped with a <p> and the result browser should
be a list instead of a table.
Additionally, I would like to make the result browser JavaScript-independent.
#4 - 2005-11-22 11:52 - Michael Stucki
If anybody wants to come up with additional diffs, please make sure to make the changes based on the current CVS code.
#5 - 2006-03-09 16:10 - Robert Markula
Just to bump this bug, so the nowrap, selected and checked issues aren't forgotten for Typo3 4.0 (still not resolved for Typo3 4.0 Beta 3).
#6 - 2006-03-09 18:06 - Michael Stucki
All that has been fixed in CVS last week. It will be available in 4.0rc1.
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